
 
 
 

 
 
 

Beachfront Complex – Costa del Sol - Spain 
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An impressive and exclusive urban project comprising frontline 
beach luxury apartments located in one of the most sought 
after areas on the Costa del Sol!
!
-    1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments.!
-  A choice of penthouses and apartments with private pools on 

the terraces. !
-  Exceptional qualities for truly incomparable prices.!
-    Fully equipped kitchens and garage parking spaces included!



Spectacular finishing to the highest standard, e.g.!
Air conditioning!
Under floor heating throughout the apartments!
Home intelligent system!
Automated blinds!
Preinstalled alarm system!
!
We recommend visiting the exclusive apartments in person to 
comprehend the numerous constructive details and the great 
quality that makes Bahia de la Plata clearly superior to the 
majority of existing projects on the Costa del Sol!



The luscious tropical gardens border the beach and the 
promenade brings Estepona within few minutes reach by foot.!
!
The access to the privileged urbanization is controlled at all 
times by a security booth. The illuminated exterior pools and 
the children’s pool together with leisure areas!
where you can find a heated pool, covered paddle courts with 
glass walls and indoor space for social activities make the 
apartments an ideal solution for first residence!
as well as to enjoy a second residence with unique landscape.!



Rarely can you find a newly built frontline promotion between 
the internationally known Puerto Banus in Marbella and 
Estepona - This is the New Golden Mile.!
!
This complex is located on first line beach. Next to the 
exclusive Hotel Kempinski and surrounded by luxury resorts. 
The many golf courses in the very proximity and!
all the services the area offers make this project a 
magnificent and unbeatable buying or investment opportunity.!
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